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Wednesday 2nd September 2020

Pub quiz
1. Which Australian state or territory shares a border with 

almost all others? 

2.  Which airline was founded as Inter-Island Airways in 1929? 

3.  What is the animal depicted in Qatar Airways’ logo? 

4.  True or false: Antarctica is twice as big as Australia? 

5.  Malaysia is split into two regions: East Malaysia and 
Peninsula Malaysia. In which region is the capital Kuala 
Lumpur located? 

6.  Modern Singapore was founded in 1819 by which British 
statesman? 

7.  The indigenous name of what city is Tamaki Makaurau? 

8.  What tourist attraction is also a sacred site for the 
Pitjantjatjara people? 

9.  1998 was the last time Hobart Airport hosted a regularly 
scheduled international service. To which city was it? 

10.  The Canary Islands is an archipelago belonging to which 
country? 

Where in the world?

THIS is the back of a very 
famous natural landmark. 

Usually most photos of the 
location have the front of this 
attraction, but we thought that 
might make things a little too 
easy for you.

Hiking to the top of this icon is 

a must-do for keen adventurers, 
and it’s certainly not an 
experience for those who are 
afraid of heights, with part of 
the climb to the top requiring a 
traverse up two metal cables or 
ladders to the summit.

Where in the world is this?

Sudoku
THE aim of Sudoku is to complete the entire grid using the numbers 

1-9. Numbers can only be used once in each row, column, and 3×3 box.
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WE CAN 
HELP YOU 
EDUCATE 
THE TRADE
Click here.

ANSWERS 01 SEP

Unscramble: belie, belt, beryl, betel, bile, celeb, CELEBRITY, celerity, 
celery, creel, eerily, elect, elite, erectly, leer, leery, liberty, lite, 
litre, lyre, lyric, rebel, reel, relic, relict, rely, reticle, riel, rile, tercel, 
tiercel, tile, tiler, treble, trebly, trilby

Pub quiz: 1 Northern Territory, 2 Broken Hill, 3 Wavell Heights, 
4 Honolulu, 5 Elephants, 6 New York City, 7 Event Hospitality & 
Entertainment, 8 London, Milan, New York City and Paris, 9 North 
Terrace, 10 Sixteen other countries

Whose flag is this: Armenia

Funnies Flashback
WE’VE trawled through the TD Window Seat 

archives to give you a blast from the past. Here’s some 
gems from 06 Sep 2013:

SOCIAL media can be a double-edged sword for promotion, 
advertising and even venting a complaint, as a male traveller 
set on getting his frustrations about British Airways heard 
discovered this week.

Hasan Syed used Twitter’s paid tweet promotion service to 
vent about his lost luggage gripe, which then went into the 
feeds of all the airline’s followers. The service is an advertising 
tool intended for businesses to promote products or services, 
which costs depending on how many people “engage” with it.

Within six hours, Syed’s BA beef had recorded 25,000 
impressions, an exercise he said will probably end up costing 
him close to $1,000.
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